Defying Destiny

On an Earth-like fantasy world, Maralee is a slayer of man-eating, immortal Wolves. For over
500 years, the Wolves weakness to silver has been her familys guarded secret. When the
beasts massacred her family fifteen years ago, they thought their secret had died with the last
of the Wolf Hunters. Maralee survived the attack, and she knows how to slay these pestilent
Wolves. With her departed fathers silver sword, she kills for vengeance and duty, chasing her
destiny as The Wolf Huntress. Nash is a Wolf Guardian, the only of his shape-shifting kind
who can break their 500 year-old curse. Protected by his crescent-shaped birthmark and a
troubling secret, Nash is impervious to the full moons effects. When a frenzied, blood lust
consumes his brethren every moon cycle, he uses his power of persuasion to soothe the
Wolves and protect their human prey. One night, beneath the full moon, Maralee meets Nash,
and her perceptions start to change. She only killed a single Wolf on this hunt. This
mysterious man who stopped her from slaying the rest of the pack intrigues her. A Guardian?
Nash has failed to protect his own brother from the Huntress, but in Maralee, he sees
possibility, not malice. Certain he can prevent her from slaying his people by showing her
their humanity, Nash invites the Huntress into his life -- and falls for her. He hides his Wolf
form, knowing he is everything she hates. A monster. How can she ever love a monster?
How can she not? Destiny decreed she kill him... Her heart had other ideas...
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Edition): Shelly Morgan, Tia Sorensen, LLC Limitless Publishing: Books. Maralee is a slayer
of man-eating, immortal Wolves. For over years, the Wolves' weakness to silver has been her
family's guarded secret. When the beasts. Defying Destiny is a American silent drama film
directed by Louis Chaudet and starring Monte Blue. It was a lost film until a print was found
and repatriated. Stewart Fletcher is a restless young Englishman who desperately wants to
become a part of the new technological advancements that are emerging with the turn. Written
by Shelly Morgan, Audiobook narrated by Tia Sorensen. Sign-in to download and listen to this
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book of Daniel from BC through AD. Defying Destiny is controversial because it asks hard
questions that must.
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